
Template matching, Feature points



Template matching

Locate known objects in an image.

A match is determined by a matching-criterion.



Template matching � matching criteria

Matching criterion based on metric (or norm)

Find a part of the test image which is the closest to the
template

E.g. minimum of the sum of absolute values of di�erences

m(i, j) =
∑∑

|f(i+ u, j + v)− t(u, v)|



Template matching � matching criteria

Looking for minima of

m(i, j) =
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|f(i+ u, j + v)− t(u, v)|



Template matching � matching criteria

Or maxima of

m(i, j) =
1

1 +
∑∑

|f(i+ u, j + v)− t(u, v)|



Template matching � matching criteria

Or looking for minima of sum of squared di�erences

m(i, j) =
∑∑

(f(i+ u, j + v)− t(u, v))2



Template matching � matching criteria

Or maxima of

m(i, j) =
1

1 +
∑∑

(f(i+ u, j + v)− t(u, v))2



Template matching � matching criteria

Another possibility is to use (cross)-correlation of image with
template and �nd maximum of the result

Where is the maximum?



Template matching � matching criteria

Another possibility is to use (cross)-correlation of image with
template and �nd maximum of the result

Here it is!



Template matching � matching criteria

What went wrong?

Cross-correlation is sensitive to change of intensity.

Solution: Normalized cross-correlation.

n(i, j) =

∑
(f(u, v)− f̄)(t(i− u, j − v)− t̄)√∑

(f(i, j)− f̄)2
∑

(t(i− u, j − v)− t̄)2
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Template matching � matching criteria

Normalized cross-correlation.

n(i, j) =

∑
(f(u, v)− f̄)(t(i− u, j − v)− t̄)√∑

(f(i, j)− f̄)2
∑

(t(i− u, j − v)− t̄)2



Template matching - constrains

Not invariant to rotation.

Create a set of rotated templates.

Not invariant to scale.

Create a pyramid of scaled image.

Too many operations = too slow.
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Template matching - constrains

Based on application, match e.g. only edge images.

Create a scale space, i.e. scale pyramid, of image and template

Find probable matches in large scale

Test if a match in larger scale is still a match in lower scale in
some neighbourhoods of higher scale matches.

The match survives to the lowest scale
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Template matching

Di�erent philosophy � �nd some scale and/or rotation invariant
features of the template. There are many features one can use
according to application

Shape features

Color features

Texture features

etc.

A vector of features is called a descriptor.
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Template matching

Compute descriptor for the template (or segments of the
template)

Extract interesting objects from the image (segmentation)

Compute descriptor of the objects found in the image

The match is any object with its descriptor close to the
template descriptor. Closeness is given by certain threshold.
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Corner detector

Automatic panorama stitching is one of well known application of
computer vision. In simpli�ed form it consists of the following
steps:

1 Find points of interest (corner detector) and describe them
based on their neighborhood (descriptor)

2 Find the corresponding points of interest in the pictures

3 Geometry transformation of the pictures

4 Final stitching



Corner detector

Corner can be de�ned as a pixel that has neighborhood containing
two edges with di�erent dominant directions

Figure: Szeliski: Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications



Corner detector

(a) The corner is in blue circular window, it can be paired up with
another corner 'uniquely'.

Figure: Szeliski: Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications



Corner detector

(b) An edge in local window, it can be matched everywhere along
another edge.

Figure: Szeliski: Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications



Corner detector

(c) Even worse for homogeneous part of image.

Figure: Szeliski: Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications



Corner detector

How to �nd a corner?
Consider small neighborhood of a pixel and translate all points in
the neighborhood in some direction. If for any direction the change
of image is large the pixel might be considered a corner.

Figure: Szeliski: Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications



Corner detector

We measure the change of the image by sum of square di�erences

SW (∆x,∆y) =
∑
xi∈W

∑
yi∈W

(f(xi, yi)− f(xi −∆x, yi −∆y))2

The displaced function can be approximated by �rst-order Taylor
polynomial

f(xi −∆x, yi −∆y) ≈ f(xi, yi) +

(
∂f(xi, yi)

∂x
,
∂f(xi, yi)

∂y

)(
∆x

∆y

)



Corner detector

Writing this approximation for SW and after a little algebra we get

S(x, y) = (∆x,∆y)AW (x, y)

(
∆x

∆y

)
Where matrix AW (x, y) is de�ned as

AW (x, y) =

 ∑
xi∈W

∑
yi∈W

(
∂f(xi,yi)

∂x

)2 ∑
xi∈W

∑
yi∈W

∂f(xi,yi)
∂x

∂f(xi,yi)
∂y∑

xi∈W

∑
yi∈W

∂f(xi,yi)
∂x

∂f(xi,yi)
∂y

∑
xi∈W

∑
yi∈W

(
∂f(xi,yi)

∂y

)2


and is called Harris or auto-correlation matrix



Corner detector

For one image

Autocorrelation surface

EAC(∆u) =
∑
i

[I0(xi + ∆u)− I0(xi)]
2

Can be approximated by

EAC(∆u) ≈ ∆uT

(
I2
x IxIy

IxIy I2
y

)
∆u



Corner detector

Eigenvalues of AW represent the magnitude of change in the
modes de�ned by eigenvectors.

To avoid computing eigenvalues Harris and Stephens proposed
response function

R(A) = det(A)− αtrace(A)2 = λ0λ1 − α(λ0 + λ1)2.

where α is a parameter whose value is usually chosen as
α = 0.06.

Another response function by Brown, Szeliski, Winder

R(A) =
det(A)

trace(A)

Maxima of R(A) represent corner points.



Harris corner detector � Algorithm

1 Filter the image with a Gaussian

2 Estimate intensity gradient in two perpendicular directions for
each pixel

3 For each pixel and a given neighborhood window:

Calculate local structure matrix A
Evaluate response function R(A).

4 Choose the best candidates for corners by selecting a threshold
on the response function R(A) and perform nonmaximal
supression



Harris corner detector � Example



Harris corner detector � Example � I2
x



Harris corner detector � Example � I2
y



Harris corner detector � Example � Ixy



Harris corner detector � Example � R(A)



Harris corner detector � Example � R(A)



Harris corner detector � Example � Corner extraction



Harris corner detector properties

Insensitivity to 2D shift and rotation,

Insensitivity to small illumination changes.

low computational requirements.

not scale invariant





Scale Invariant Feature Transform � SIFT

Feature detector

Feature descriptor



Scale Invariant Feature Transform � SIFT

Detector

Extrema of Laplacian of Gaussian

Use of scale space



Scale space

One-parametric system of functions

L(x, y, t) = (Ttf)(x, y) = g(x, y, t) ∗ f(x, y).

Linear scale space representation axioms:

Linearity

Tt(af + bg)(x, y) = aTtf(x, y) + bTtg(x, y)

Shift invariance

TtS(∆x,∆y)f(x, y) = S(∆x,∆y)Ttf(x, y),

where S(∆x,∆y)f(x, y) = f(x−∆x, y −∆y).



Scale space

Kernel semigroup structure

g(x, y, t1) ∗ g(x, y, t2) = g(x, y, t1 + t2)

Cascade smoothing

L(x, y, t2) = g(x, y, t2 − t1) ∗ L(x, y, t1)

Non-creation of local extrema in one dimension

Non-enhancement of local extrema

∂tL(x, y, t) ≤ 0 at spacial maxima,

∂tL(x, y, t) ≥ 0 at spacial minima.



Scale space

Rotational symmetry

g(x, y, t) = h(x2 + y2, t)

for some function h

Scale invariance

ĝ(ωx, ωy, t) = ĥ

(
ωx

ϕ(t)
,
ωy

ϕ(t)

)
for some function ϕ. ĝ and ĥ denotes Fourier transform of
functions g and h.

Positivity g(x, y, t) ≥ 0

Normalization ∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x, y, t)dx dy = 1



Scale space

It can be shown that the Gaussian kernel

g(x, y, t) =
1

2πσ2
e−

x2+y2

2σ2

is unique choice for those axioms (or several subsets of those
axioms)



Scale space

Working in scale space gives another way of �nding feature points
(points of interest)
1D example: Function f(x)



Scale space

1D example: Scale space L(x, σ) = g(x, σ) ∗ f(x).



Scale space

1D example: Scale space L(x, σ) = g(x, σ) ∗ f(x).



Scale space

1D example: Scale space L(x, σ) = g(x, σ) ∗ f(x).



Scale space

Points of interest (i.e. feature points) will be scale space extrema in
the Di�erence of Gaussian (DoG) function D convolved with the
image.

D(x, y, σ) = [g(x, y, kσ)− g(x, y, σ)] ∗ I(x, y)

with k a constant. DoG approximates scale normalized Laplacian of
Gaussian σ2∇2g(x, y, σ).



Scale space

Example of 1D DoG

Figure: Di�erence of Gaussian � blue, as di�erence of two Gaussian

kernels



Scale space

DoG or LoG has high response for similar features as is the DoG
(LoG) kernel's shape. These are usually called 'blobs'.

Figure: Di�erence of Gaussian � blue, as di�erence of two Gaussian

kernels



Implementation of DoG in SIFT

Gaussian pyramid

Start with image I(x, y) and chose k and sigma.

Convolve I(x, y) with Gaussians g(x, y, kσ) to obtain �rst
octave (�rst �ve scale levels in the image)

Sample the fourth level (i.e. resize it) by the factor of 2 and
repeat previous step.

Repeating previous steps creates Gaussian pyramid



Implementation of DoG in SIFT

Di�erence of Gaussians

In the Gaussian pyramid make di�erences of two successive
levels in one octave. You will obtain 4 DoG functions.

Find local maxima considering 3× 3× 3 window in 3
successive DoG function relative the center element of the
chosen window (cube).

Repeat this for the next octave.

There are various optimizations to choose points which are
robust according to other properties (e.g. thresholding,
suppressing responses to edges, etc.)



Scale Invariant Feature Transform � SIFT

Descriptor



Scale Invariant Feature Transform � SIFT

Descriptor

128-D non negative valued vector


